Safety Effects of Connected and Automated Vehicle-Based Variable Speed Limit Control near Freeway Bottlenecks considering Driver’s Heterogeneity
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A control strategy using variable speed limit (VSL) is a proven solution to reduce freeway collision risks and improve safety. However, the heterogeneity of human drivers restricts the effectiveness of traditional VSL controls, which may be made up by recent advanced technologies of connected and automated vehicles (CAVs). This study aims to propose a CAV-based VSL control system to address the limitations caused by human drivers on VSL control’s effectiveness. First, the heterogeneity of human drivers is analyzed, and its impact on the safety performance of VSL is examined. Specifically, a microscopic simulation platform is established, and two vehicle dynamic models developed for CAVs and human-driven vehicles (HDVs) are incorporated into the simulation platform. Based on a widely utilized surrogate safety measurement, time-to-collision, its derivative metrics are applied to evaluate collision risks, and the total travel time is used to assess operational efficiency. Extensive simulations are conducted to examine the performance of the proposed CAV-VSL system. The results indicate the following: (1) the heterogeneity of human drivers negatively affects the performance of the VSL; (2) the performance of the proposed control system in a mixed flow can be improved by advanced wireless communication technology; (3) CAVs are able to implement the VSL control strategy effectively resulting in the proactive reduction of the heterogeneity.

1. Introduction

Freeway bottlenecks have attracted considerable attention from transportation researchers since the bottlenecks drastically reduce both efficiency and safety [1–5]. The formation of traffic bottlenecks is caused by a variety of reasons, such as lane capacity reduction, temporary lane closure, and crashes. The speed of vehicles downstream reduces when approaching the bottleneck area and a shockwave is propagated to the upstream, which increases rear-end collision risks of upstream vehicles. In order to mitigate the rear-end collision risks caused by freeway bottlenecks, various safety management countermeasures have been implemented in practice, such as variable speed limit (VSL) control, ramp metering, managed lanes dynamic routing, and hard shoulder running [2, 4–11].

The VSL control is a proven countermeasure in practice to improve safety near freeway bottlenecks [2, 4, 7, 8, 10–12]. The core idea of VSL is to proactively adjust vehicles’ speeds upstream and reduce the speed difference of vehicles between the upstream and downstream parts, so as to decrease rear-end collision risks [13, 14]. The previously proposed VSL control strategies can be classified into two main groups: feedback-based controllers and prediction-based controllers. Details could be referred to in the section of the literature review.

However, the practical effectiveness of VSL control is restricted by human drivers’ heterogeneity [7, 15–17].
example, the different sight distances of drivers result in inconsistent drivers’ reactions to the variable speed limit provided by a variable message sign (VMS). When observing the speed limit, different drivers might also have disparate performances. Some drivers do not comply with the variable speed limit, while other conservative drivers have an overcompliance behavior and reduce to an excessively low speed. The abovementioned heterogeneity issues may negatively impact the performances of VSL control strategies in practice.

With the recent advancement of communication and automation technologies, connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) have been developed. The CAVs might be capable of enhancing the performance of VSL control. The advanced vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication technologies provide the information-exchange environment, so vehicles could acquire downstream traffic information beyond the perception field of human drivers. Meanwhile, the automation technique allows vehicles to operate at the accurate speed required by VSL control. Through real-time and accurate information exchange and intelligent vehicle control, the heterogenous responses to VSL control might be avoided. Furthermore, even considering the mixed traffic flow consisting of CAVs and human-driven vehicles (HDVs), the collaboration of VSL into CAVs might be also effective. The CAVs at the downstream decelerate accurately in advance according to the required speed limit, and then, the following HDVs will be forced to slow down to keep a safe car-following speed. When the market penetration rate (MPR) of CAVs reaches a certain point, the driving heterogeneity of human drivers would be reduced, as well as the speed variations.

Although some studies have integrated VSL with connected vehicles to reduce rear-end collision risks [7, 8, 17–20], the above heterogeneity issues have not been fully explored yet. Therefore, the main objective of this study is to propose a CAV-VSL integrated control system to reduce rear-end collision risks near freeway bottlenecks considering the heterogeneity of human drivers. A microscopic simulation platform is firstly developed, in which the intelligent driver model (IDM) model is used to capture the driving behaviors of both HDVs and CAVs. Then, the conceptual CAV-VSL feedback control system is proposed based on the occurrence conditions of rear-end collisions. A rear-end collision risk is evaluated based on time-to-collision (TTC), time exposed TTC (TET), and time-integrated TTC (TIT) measures. Simulation experiments are conducted to evaluate the safety improvement performance of the proposed control system in various scenarios, taking different MPRs of CAVs, the heterogeneity of human drivers, and the influence of CAV strategy execution site into account.

The major contributions of this study are two aspects: (1) the safety effects of human drivers’ reactions to the VSL controls are examined; (2) a CAV-VSL integrated control system is proposed to reduce collision risks considering the heterogeneity of human drivers. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The literature review is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, human factors affecting VSL control strategies are elaborated. Then, the CAV-VSL control system and algorithm are proposed in Section 4. The simulation platform is introduced in Section 5. Simulation results and conclusions are presented in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively.

2. Literature Review

Early VSL studies are mainly formulated on the basis of the simple feedback control logic. In such approaches, strategies are adjusted depending on variances of macroscopic traffic flow parameters, such as traffic volume, density, and mean speed, so as to harmonize speed differences and stabilize traffic flow. The representative feedback-based VSL control strategies were proposed by Carlson et al. and Iordanidou et al. [21, 22]. The advantages of the feedback-based control strategy are simple and easy to be implemented. When traffic conditions are not dramatically changed, it would provide satisfactory control effectiveness. However, the feedback-based control strategy adjusts its control strategy according to the response of traffic conditions, so the hysteresis is inevitable. In turbulent traffic conditions, a frequent adjustment may produce a secondary disturbance and aggravate an instability of traffic flow. The controller may not be able to adjust in time to maintain the desired traffic condition under this circumstance and may lose the best control opportunity and cause some oscillations during the feedback cycle [23].

Another type of the VSL control approach is model predictive control (MPC), which can predict the trend of traffic flow evolution utilizing the traffic flow model and adopt control in advance to prevent the formation of traffic congestion. For example, Hegyi et al. applied the MPC to optimally coordinate VSL aiming at suppressing shockwaves [24]. The results showed that the coordination of speed limits eliminated the shock wave from the downstream and decreased the total travel time by 17.3%. Wang and Ioannou developed a new second-order traffic model incorporating the effect of VSL and verified its validation by comparing simulation results with VISSIM microscopic simulation data [25]. Hadiuzzaman developed a cell transmission model-based VSL control with the goal of improving capacity [26]. The simulation result showed that the implementation of VSL can reduce total travel time by 15% and increase traffic flow capacity by 7%. A limitation of prediction-based controllers lies in the accuracy of short-term traffic prediction. Li et al. proposed a VSL control method based on the crash risk prediction model, which can be regarded as a special MPC control strategy [27]. The results showed that the combined control strategy successfully decreased the collision risks by 22.62% and reduced the injury severity of crashes by 14.67%.

With the advancement of communication and automation technologies, there are also some studies that try to seek solutions to the traffic issues near the freeway bottleneck by integrating VSL control strategies and the advanced technologies of CAVs. Wu et al. developed a VSL control strategy, which aims to reduce the rear-end crash risk at freeway bottlenecks under fog conditions, and the strategy...
was tested in the fully connected vehicles (CV) environment [17]. Han et al. applied the connected vehicle (CV) technology and proposed three VSL strategies to improve bottleneck discharge rates and reduce system delays [18].

Although a majority of the studies showed that a VSL control has a significant effect on improving traffic safety [13, 28, 29], field tests failed to achieve similar performances of the simulation experiments, possibly due to the high compliance assumption in the simulation studies [7, 30]. A driver’s sight distance and noncompliance and overcompliance behaviors contribute to the variances of driver responses. Aggressive drivers will not fully follow the advised speed limit, while conservative drivers tend to slow down the speed below the specified speed. Li et al. pointed out that when drivers exceed the speed limit of just 5 mph during the heavy rain, the safety improvement of VSL would be reduced by 6% [31]. The limited sight distance of a driver also has a negative impact on the effectiveness of the VSL control. If drivers cannot observe the posted speed limit posted timely in inclement weather, it would deteriorate the implementation of the control strategy [17, 32].

3. Factors Affecting VSL Controls

Driver’s various responses to the speed limit have direct effects on the performance of VSL controls [7, 17, 31, 33]. Reducing the speed limit at the cost of efficiency may not achieve the desired safety improvements, since an extreme low-speed limit would make drivers resist to comply [14]. The improper responses of drivers to the speed limit can be summarized into two aspects, i.e., noncompliance and overcompliance. Noncompliance mainly refers to that the driver will not fully comply with the suggested speed when observing the speed limit posted on the VMS, resulting in a higher driving speed than the speed limit. On the other hand, conservative drivers tend to slow down below the recommended speed limit, which would cause small shock waves as well due to the overcompliance behaviors. In addition, the performance of VSL control is also affected by the human driver’s sight distance. The driver’s visual observation on VMS is the basis of the VSL strategy implementation. A longer sight distance allows a longer deceleration distance, leading to a more moderate deceleration behavior.

The heterogeneities can come from multiple aspects, such as different psychological and physiological characteristics of drivers. In this study, however, heterogeneities mainly consider sight distance, noncompliance, and overcompliance. The reasons include the following: (1) it is difficult to reveal psychological and physiological characteristics directly, so driving behaviors become alternative for heterogeneity analysis; (2) for VSL controls, previous studies have indicated that heterogenous sight distances and compliance behaviors significantly affect the control effectiveness. Therefore, this study takes these heterogeneities into account when developing the CAV-VSL integrated control system. This section expatiates the factors affecting the VSL controls and provides the basis for simulation experiments.

3.1. Sight Distance. The driver’s sight distance considered in this study refers to the distance between the position of the driver when he or she perceives the speed limit and the position of VMS. The sight distance determines the deceleration distance for the driver to conduct the deceleration task and indirectly affects the deceleration rate. Figure 1 displays the basic control segment of VSL systems, which includes both detector and VMS. When vehicles approach the VMS, drivers recognize the suggested speed limit in the position d meters away from the VMS, where d represents the driver’s sight distance. The detectors collect vehicle information of traffic flow and provide data input for VSL control systems.

3.2. Noncompliance Rate. Noncompliance refers to that a driver does not fully comply with the recommended speed. The noncompliance directly brings about a larger speed variance and significantly increases a rear-end collision risk [7, 34–36]. As shown in Figure 1, the driver recognizes the suggested speed limit \( V_{vsl} \) at the position \( d \) ahead of the VMS and starts to decelerate from the current speed \( V_{initial} \) to the target speed \( V_{vsl} \). It means that the driver’s deceleration task is \( (V_{initial} - V_{vsl}) \). However, the noncompliant driver only completes the deceleration task of \( (V_{initial} - V_{vsl}) \) due to the disobedience, where \( NC_{rate} \) represents the noncompliance rate. The actual target speed \( V_{vsl}^* \) is calculated according to (I). To avoid the impact on safety during the deceleration execution stage, it is assumed that the driver decelerates dynamically in accordance with (2), where \( V_{current} \) represents the speed at the current step and \( dis_{current} \) represents the distance between the vehicle and the detector downstream.

\[
V_{vsl}^* = V_{initial} - (V_{initial} - V_{vsl}) \times (1 - NC_{rate}), \quad (1)
\]

\[
dec = \frac{(V_{current}^2 - (V_{vsl}^*)^2)}{2 \times dis_{current}}, \quad (2)
\]

3.3. Overcompliance Rate. In contrast to the noncompliance driving behavior, excessive enforcement of a speed limit is defined as an overcompliance driving behavior. Although the driver’s overcompliance slightly reduces the average speed of the roadway, it may increase the speed variance. Specifically, we assume that a driver completes the deceleration task of \( (V_{initial} - V_{vsl}) \) due to the disobedience, where \( OC_{rate} \) represents the driver’s overcompliance rate, as shown in equation (3). Other settings are the same as in equation (2).

Equation (4) considers the abovementioned heterogeneities from both noncompliance and overcompliance. Furthermore, considering the difference of imprecise speed perception of human drivers, we set the upper limit of noncompliance and overcompliance rate for drivers in simulation experiments, which confines the fluctuation of individual heterogeneity to a certain range from 0% to the preset upper limit with the uniform distribution, as shown in equations (5)-(6). \( NC_{uplimit} \) and \( OC_{uplimit} \) means the upper limit of \( NC_{rate} \) and \( OC_{rate} \), respectively.

\[
V_{vsl}^* = V_{initial} - (V_{initial} - V_{vsl}) \times (1 - OC_{rate}), \quad (3)
\]

\[
V_{vsl}^* = V_{initial} - (V_{initial} - V_{vsl}) \times (1 + OC_{rate}), \quad (4)
\]

\[
NC_{uplimit} \quad \text{and} \quad OC_{uplimit} \quad \text{means} \quad NC_{rate} \quad \text{and} \quad OC_{rate}, \quad \text{respectively}.
\]
\[ V_{\text{vsl}}^* = V_{\text{initial}} - (V_{\text{initial}} - V_{\text{vsl}}) \times (1 + \text{OC}_{\text{rate}}), \]  
\[ V_{\text{vsl}}^* = V_{\text{initial}} - (V_{\text{initial}} - V_{\text{vsl}}) \times (1 - \text{NC}_{\text{rate}} + \text{OC}_{\text{rate}}), \]

\[ \text{NC}_{\text{rate}} = \text{random.uniform}(0, \text{NC}_{\text{uplimit}}), \]

\[ \text{OC}_{\text{rate}} = \text{random.uniform}(0, \text{OC}_{\text{uplimit}}). \]

4. Development of the CAV-VSL Control System

4.1. Control System Framework. The conceptual design of the proposed CAV-VSL control system is shown in Figure 2. The proposed system is constituted of data acquisition, central control, information release, and CAV unit modules. Among them, the CAV unit module includes information reception and onboard control modules. The operation process of the whole system is explained as follows:

Step 1: data acquisition: the traffic data collected by loop detectors, including traffic flow data (volume, density, and speed of both HDVs and CAVs), are sent to the central control module. The trajectory data of CAVs are also collected via wireless communication, including the position and speed of an individual vehicle.

Step 2: data processing: the central control module calculates the corresponding speed limit value based on the core algorithm with the collected data.

Step 3: information release: the central control module exchanges information with VMS (speed limit) and CAVs (speed limit and recommended strategy execution site) within the communication range. The VMS posts speed limit value after receiving it. The HDVs observe the VMS and response to the speed limit, while CAVs receive the precise speed limit via wireless communication.

Step 4: strategy implementation: the CAV calculates the optimal acceleration dynamically and adjusts the driving strategy through the onboard control module. The HDVs drive according to VSL control as well as the preceding CAVs’ impact.

CAVs initiate the VSL control strategy when arriving in the recommended strategy execution site, while HDVs only adopt the conventional “observe and execute” manner. In the mixed traffic flow, the preceding CAVs could decelerate earlier than the following HDVs and enforce the HDVs to obey speed limit indirectly. The human driver’s risky deceleration behavior and disobedience may be restrained to some extent.

Besides, CAVs with wireless communication functionality can accurately receive the speed limit information in advance regardless of the visibility limitation, which allows the VSL control execution site to change flexibly. It can also eliminate the defect that the human driver cannot observe the speed limit information timely during inclement weather. The automated driving technology ensures CAVs strictly and accurately decelerate according to the prescribed speed limit and eliminate the risk of traffic flow disturbance caused by the noncompliance and overcompliance of manual driving. Furthermore, receiving speed limit information in advance and implementing the deceleration beforehand can effectively increase the deceleration distance compared to the “observe and execute” manner. Vehicles with beforehand VSL information can achieve a moderate deceleration and it could help reduce the traffic flow fluctuation.

4.2. Core Control Algorithms. The implementation of VSL depends on whether there are frequent crashes, traffic congestion, or bottlenecks determined by historical data. In this study, the freeway segment with a bottleneck is hypothesized, as shown in Figure 2. There are two main triggering conditions for the proposed CAV-VSL control system. The first one is that the average speed difference between the upstream and downstream detectors exceeds 15 km/h in the bottleneck area. The second is that the average speed difference of CAVs in two adjacent basic segments separated by detectors exceeds 15 km/h. When the control system is activated, two core control algorithms are adopted, including the central control module algorithm (Algorithm 1) and CAV onboard control module algorithm (Algorithm 2).

As shown in Algorithm 1, the central control module provides the update of the VSL control strategy. Previous studies have proposed a number of VSL control algorithms
On Board Control Module

control logic is based on the reduction of rear-end collision risk [31]. The basic theory of variable speed limit control is derived from the microscopic car-following scenario. Suppose that there are two consecutive vehicles on the freeway, and the following vehicle traveling at a high speed observes the leading vehicle traveling at a low speed. After a

ALGORITHM 1: Central control module algorithm.

ALGORITHM 2: CAV on-board control module algorithm.
perception reaction time, the following vehicle starts to brake with the desired deceleration. Given the speed of the front vehicle and the gap distance between the two vehicles, the collision avoidance speed of the rear vehicle can be calculated. The upstream speed limit considering rear-end collision avoidance can be obtained by replacing the microscopic trajectory data with the aggregated traffic data collected by the loop detectors. For each VMS, an optimal speed limit can be first calculated by

$$V_{\text{vsl}}(x_i, t + \Delta T) = V(x_{i+1}, t) - \beta_{\text{t}} + \sqrt{\frac{(1 - O(x_i, t))}{O(x_i, t)}} \left[ \frac{1 - O(x_i, t)}{O(x_i, t)} \right],$$

(7)

where $V_{\text{vsl}}(x_i, t + \Delta T)$ represents the calculated speed limit to avoid the occurrence of rear-end collision at the location $x_i$ at time $t + \Delta T$. $\Delta T$ refers to the data aggregation interval of the loop detector. $V(x_{i+1}, t)$ represents the average speed collected from the loop detector station at the downstream location $x_{i+1}$ at time $t$. $\tau_a$ is the perception reaction time. $O(x_i, t)$ denotes the average occupancy at the location $x_i$ at the timestamp $t$. $\beta$ represents the desired deceleration of drivers. $\bar{t}$ means the average length of the vehicles.

The speed limit value $V_{\text{vsl}}(x_i, t + \Delta T)$ is calculated from downstream to upstream consecutively, but the calculated speed limit value cannot be posted on the VMS directly to avoid the turbulence of traffic flow. If the difference between the speed limits posted in two consecutive strategy execution periods is too large, the vehicles in the subsection would slow down sharply, forming a shock wave propagating back to upstream, which may increase the rear-end collision risks. Meanwhile, variable speed limit control is a gradual deceleration strategy. If the difference of the speed limit values posted in two consecutive VMSs is too large, it would also cause an oscillation of traffic flow. To solve the above issue, we further apply spatial-temporal constraints to the speed limit values, which can be calculated by

$$V_{\text{vsl}}(x_i, t + \Delta T) = \max(\min(V_{\text{vsl}}(x_i, t + \Delta T), V_{\text{vsl}}(x_i, t + \Delta T) + \Delta_{\text{vsl}}), V_{\text{vsl}}(x_{i-1}, t + \Delta T) - \Delta_{\text{vsl}}),$$

(8)

where $V_{\text{vsl}}(x_i, t)$ represents the calculated speed of avoiding the occurrence of rear-end collision at the location $x_i$ at time $t$. $\Delta_{\text{vsl}}$ is the constraint range, which is set to be 15 km/h.

Another is the CAV onboard control module algorithm 2, which depends on the connected and automated functionalities of CAVs. The core idea of the algorithm is to flexibly change the execution site of CAV utilizing wireless communication and to achieve accurate dynamic deceleration relying on the automated function. All CAVs can receive the speed limit information beforehand, which makes CAVs adjust driving behaviors in advance to guide the following HDVs through interaction between vehicles. CAVs will receive speed limit information and recommended strategy execution sites within the communication range. After reaching the strategy execution site, CAVs compare the car-following acceleration calculated through the surrounding environment with the dynamic acceleration derived from the speed limit and position information and then adopt the smaller one to ensure a safe car-following distance while implementing the VSL control strategy.

5. Simulation Platform

5.1. Simulation Model. This study focuses on the exploitation of the safety impact of human drivers’ heterogeneity in the mixed traffic flow consisting of both HDVs and CAVs. One microscopic vehicle dynamic model, the intelligent driver model (IDM), is used to model the car-following behavior, which could capture the trajectory of individual vehicles and rear-end collisions risk arising from the interaction between vehicles. Notably, the authenticity of IDM has been proved for accurately reflecting human driving behavior [37–41]. The model calculates dynamic acceleration using desired speed and gap distance and can be expressed as follows:

$$a = a_m \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{v}{v_0} \right)^4 - \left( \frac{s^*}{s} \right)^2 \right],$$

(9)

$$s^* = s_0 + \max \left[ 0, vT + \bar{T} + \frac{\nu \Delta v}{2\sqrt{a_m \beta}} \right],$$

where $a$ denotes the acceleration of subject vehicle; $a_m$ represents the maximum acceleration; $v$ and $v_0$ are the current speed and the desired speed of the subject vehicle, respectively; $s$ is the gap distance between the subject and preceding vehicles; $s_0$ represents the minimum gap distance at standstill; $T$ is the safe time gap; $\bar{T}$ is the average vehicle length; $\Delta v$ denotes the speed difference between subject and preceding vehicles; $\beta$ is the desired deceleration.

With the dynamic acceleration, vehicles’ speeds and positions can be calculated as follows:

$$v = v_{\text{prev}} + a \Delta t,$$

$$x = x_{\text{prev}} + v \Delta t + \frac{(\Delta t)^2}{2},$$

(10)

where $x_{\text{prev}}$ and $v_{\text{prev}}$ denote the position and speed of the subject vehicle in the previous time step; $\Delta t$ denotes the simulation time step.

Considering the real CAV model is publicly unavailable, many studies utilize the IDM to simulate dynamic behaviors of CAVs [38, 42–45]. The modified IDM model can be used to characterize the longitudinal dynamic behavior of CAVs. In this study, the reasons for applying the intelligent driver model (IDM) to describe dynamic behaviors of both human-
driven vehicles and CAVs are as follows: (1) the real CAV model is not publicly available due to commercial confidentiality; (2) if different car-following model formulas are employed, the simulation results differences may result from different models instead of control strategies, which negatively affect the comparison of control performances; and (3) the IDM has been extensively utilized in previous studies to describe both human-driven vehicles and CAVs. In this study, the major differences considered between HDVs and CAVs are time gap and reaction time in the IDM, in which CAVs have the shorter time gap and response time. Details of parameter settings are described in the following subsection, and the same model provides a fair evaluation basis in simulation experiments.

5.2. Simulation Roadway. As shown in Figure 3, a simulated 10 km two-lane basic freeway roadway with a bottleneck was built via MATLAB 2019b software. The freeway roadway is divided into ten basic segments by detectors spaced one kilometer apart. Along this roadway, nine VMSs are deployed according to the position of the nine detectors upstream, while the most downstream detector is only used for the collection of traffic flow data. A low travel speed is set between detector 9 and detector 10 to simulate the “bottleneck” situation in simulation experiments. The simulated bottleneck can be caused by various incidents, such as crashes, lane closures, etc., with the common feature of low travel speed.

5.3. Evaluation Measurements. To evaluate the safety performance of the proposed CAV-VSL control system, appropriate surrogate safety measures, which quantifies the rear-end collision risk, should be applied. Surrogate safety measures bridge the gap between vehicle behaviors and potential traffic conflicts. Previous studies have proposed a variety of measurements for collision risk evaluation [46]. In this study, extended from the TTC index, time-exposed TTC (TET) and time-integrated TTC (TIT) measures were employed for the crash risk analysis. The TTC denotes the remaining time for the following vehicle to collide with the leading vehicle if they do not change driving states (change speeds or lanes). The TTC of the following vehicle \( i \) at time step \( t \) with respect to the leading vehicle \( i-1 \) can be calculated as follows:

\[
\text{TTC}_i(t) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{x_{i-1}(t) - x_i(t) - L_{i-1}}{v_i(t) - v_{i-1}(t)}, & \text{if } v_i(t) > v_{i-1}(t), \\
\infty, & \text{if } v_i(t) \leq v_{i-1}(t),
\end{cases}
\]  

(11)

where \( x_{i-1} \) and \( v_{i-1} \) denote the position and speed of the preceding vehicle, respectively; \( x_i \) and \( v_i \) represent the position and speed of the following vehicle, respectively; and \( L_{i-1} \) is the preceding vehicle’s length. According to the definition of the TTC index, the TTC value varies at each timestamp. Thus, the aggregated TET and TIT were utilized to represent the time aggregated crash risk, which can be calculated as

\[
\text{TET}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \delta_i \Delta t, \quad \delta_i = \begin{cases} 
1, & 0 < \text{TTC}_i(t) \leq \text{TTC}^*, \\
0, & \text{else},
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{TIT}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \Delta t \text{TTC}_i(t), \quad \text{TIT} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \text{TIT}(t),
\]  

(12)

where \( \delta_i \) represents the switching variable at time \( t \); \( \Delta t \) is the time step; \( M \) is the number of vehicles; \( T \) is time interval; \( \text{TTC}^* \) denotes the TTC threshold to distinguish risky car-following situations from safe ones, which is set as 2 seconds in this study. Previous research found that the VSL control may increase travel time since relatively smaller speed limits are applied. In this study, the total travel time (TTT) is also applied to quantify the travel efficiency, which can be calculated as follows:

\[
\text{TTT} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} T_i,
\]  

(13)

where \( T_i \) is the travel time of the vehicle \( i \).

6. Simulation Results

6.1. Simulation Experimental Design. The simulation experiments are conducted to test the performance of the proposed CAV-VSL system under different scenarios. The driver’s sight distance \( d \) is set to be 100 m, which is the same as the distance from the VMS to the matched detector. The traffic flow is set to be 1200 veh/hr/ln, and the initial speed of each vehicle is set to be 30 m/s. All vehicles are expected to reduce the speed to 5 m/s when reaching the bottleneck area. The leading vehicle brakes to the preset bottleneck speed and forms a shock wave propagating back upstream. For each experiment, the simulation of 1 hour is used for the comparison, with the first 5 minutes as the warm-up period. Other parameter settings are shown in Table 1 based on previous studies [37–41].

Note that applying homogenous IDM may have some limitations. In this study, however, we employed the same IDM for simulations due to some reasons: (1) if the homogenous IDM is not applied, we may simulate different human-driven vehicles with heterogenous model parameters calibrated by empirical data, but we cannot capture real heterogenous behaviors of CAVs due to the lack of data. In this case, the simulation result differences may result from different models instead of control strategies, which negatively affects the comparison of control performances; (2) the homogenous IDM has been extensively utilized in previous studies to describe both human-driven vehicles and CAVs [42, 43, 47].
The execution process of the proposed CAV-VSL system is illustrated in Figure 4; the speed of all vehicles is reduced from 30 m/s to 5 m/s by gradual deceleration. Note that lane-changing behavior is not incorporated in this study for simplicity, as the major focus of this study is the reduction of rear-end collision risk.

The impacts of the VSL control and the CAV MPR on traffic safety were also explored in the simulation. The scenario with no VSL control and 0% CAV MPR was simulated as the benchmark for comparison. Then, the simulation experiments of the influence of drivers’ heterogeneity on the performance of the control system were conducted. Furthermore, the change of control execution site of CAV in the proposed CAV-VSL system was tested considering the advanced wireless communication technology, which makes up for the limitation of human drivers’ sight distance. Finally, the simulation also explored the effect of CAVs on HDVs through the experiments of three different distributions of CAVs.

### 6.2. Results of the Safety Impact of the CAV-VSL System.

The traffic flow consisting of all HDVs without any control strategies was firstly simulated as the base case. Then, different CAV MPRs and VSL control were tested and results of safety impacts are displayed in Figure 5. The horizontal axes are $TET^*$ and $TIT^*$, which are normalized results of $TET$ and $TIT$ and can be calculated as follows:

$$TET^* = \frac{TET - TET_{100\%}^{VSL}}{TET_{0\%}^{NO} - TET_{100\%}^{VSL}}$$

$$TIT^* = \frac{TIT - TIT_{100\%}^{VSL}}{TIT_{0\%}^{NO} - TIT_{100\%}^{VSL}},$$

where the $TET_{0\%}^{NO}$ is the $TET$ of scenarios without CAVs and any control strategies and $TET_{100\%}^{VSL}$ is the $TET$ of scenarios with 100% CAV MPR and VSL control strategies.

Eleven different values of CAV MPRs were tested in the simulation, ranging from 0% to 100%. When CAV MPR reaches 100%, for both VSL control and no control scenarios, the results of $TET_{100\%}^{VSL}$ and $TIT_{100\%}^{VSL}$ are zero in simulations. In the scenario with MPR of 90% and without VSL control, $TET^*$ and $TIT^*$ are decreased by 55% (from 100% to 45%) and 58% (from 100% to 42%). When CAV MPR is 0%, the VSL control achieves the reductions of 56% (from 100% to 44%) and 59% (from 100% to 41%) in $TET^*$ and $TIT^*$, respectively. The above results indicate that both CAV and VSL have the potentials to improve traffic safety separately.

With the collaborative effect of the CAV-VSL system, the safety performance of VSL control is further improved whatever the MPR is. For example, when CAV MPR is 90%,
both TET* and TIT* are reduced by 85% (from 100% to 15%). It implies the great safety benefits of the proposed CAV-VSL system. When the control system calculates the suggested speed value according to the upstream and downstream traffic flow data, it will be delivered to CAVs accurately through advanced vehicle-to-infrastructure technology and guide CAVs to decelerate precisely and timely.

Note that the original TIT and TET values in scenarios with 100% CAV MPR are found to be zero in simulation experiments, which means an absolutely safe condition. Nevertheless, it is impractical that all vehicles in the platoon have wireless communication functionality in the near future. The application and popularization of CAV still need a long term. Therefore, how to improve the safety performance of control systems under mixed flow is still a promising topic.

6.3. Results of the Impact of Driver Heterogeneity. The different responses of human drivers to VSL controls are the key factors restricting the control effectiveness. Figure 6 shows the influence of driver heterogeneity on the VSL control effect in terms of safety and efficiency under different CAV MPRs. As shown in Figures 6(a)-6(b), under different CAV MPRs, driver heterogeneity increases both TET and TIT values. For example, when CAV MPR is 0%, with the noncompliance rate from 0% to 50%, the TET and TIT rise by 42% (from 11,114 to 15,760) and 24% (from 20,139 to 24,877), respectively. While if CAV MPR is 90%, the TET and TIT increase by 21% (from 3,724 to 4,501) and 20% (from 7,251 to 8,700), respectively.

Another interesting result is that under the scenario with 0% CAV MPR, noncompliance behavior has a greater impact on safety than overcompliance, while in the case of high CAV MPR, the influence is opposite. Specifically, when CAV MPR is 0%, TET with the noncompliance rate of 50% is greater than it with overcompliance rate of 50% (15,760 versus 14,746). Nevertheless, if CAV MPR is 90%, the result is the opposite (4,501 versus 5,809).

Given different heterogeneity rates, the increase of CAV MPR reduces the risk of rear-end collision. When the CAV
MRP reaches 30% with heterogeneity, it can achieve a better effect than the scenario with 0% CAV MRP without driver heterogeneity. For instance, the values of TET (the maximum value is 10,521) with over 30% CAV MRP are less than that 11,114 in the scenario of HDVs only without driver heterogeneity. It indicates that the CAVs can smooth the heterogeneity of human drivers and improve the safety of mixed flow by the proposed CAV-VSL control system.

Besides, as shown in Figure 6(c), driver heterogeneity has little influence on the total travel time. The possible reason may be that the heterogeneity rate has little change on the actual driving speed of drivers with the temporal and spatial constraints of the speed limit.

6.4. Results of Impact of CAV Communication Range.

The vehicle-to-infrastructure communication technology makes it possible to transmit speed limit values to each CAV and remove another drivers’ limitation, i.e., sight distance. The execution position of CAVs initiating deceleration can adjust flexibly with different communication ranges. The longer the execution distance of the control, the smaller the deceleration rate in the slowdown process. Generally, the communication range of vehicle-to-infrastructure can reach 1 km with WiMAX and 5 km with 5g Cellular-V2X [48, 49]. In this study, three execution sites within the communication range of vehicle-to-infrastructure are tested, which are short (100 m), medium (500 m), and long (900 m). Among them, the short one serves as the base case for execution sites comparison.

The simulation results are shown in Figure 7. It can be found that the safety performance of the CAV-VSL system improves as the communication range increases, except the MPR of 90%. With the CAV MPR fewer than 50%, the safety improvement of longer execution distance becomes more significant. When the CAV MPR reaches 90%, the medium execution site works the best, indicating that the optimal control execution site under high CAV MPR is not consistent with that under low MPR. The possible reason may be that the long execution site causes the CAV to slow down early at the upstream detector, resulting in a premature deceleration behavior.

As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the sensitivity analysis considering compliance issues is further conducted. Table 2 describes the proportion of safety improvement for the medium execution site relative to the short execution
site, and Table 3 displays the proportion of safety improvement for the long execution site relative to the medium one. The medium and long strategy execution sites bring more safety benefits than the short execution site under different driver heterogeneity levels. In the case of low CAV MPR, the long strategy execution site is safer than the medium one, but in the case of high CAV MPR, the result is also the opposite.

6.5. Results of the Impact of CAV Position Distribution.
Compared to HDVs, CAVs can more accurately receive speed limit information and be more compliant and further enforce driving behaviors of the following vehicles. When the leading CAV slows down, the following HDVs will be forced to decelerate to keep a safe distance. In order to explore the effect of CAV position distribution on safety improvement, the following experiments were conducted with NC\text{\tiny{cuplimit}} and OC\text{\tiny{cuplimit}} both equal to 20% with long execution site. In the mixed traffic flow, three types of distributions are tested, including front aggregation, rear aggregation, and uniform distribution, and results are shown in Figure 8. In the case of low MPR, the TET and TIT indexes are minimum when CAVs are uniformly distributed. With respect to high MPR, however, front aggregation obtains the most significant safety improvement.
The core of the comparison among the three distributions is actually the interaction impact between the aggregation effect and the guidance effect of CAVs. The aggregation effect represents the system benefit brought by CAV aggregation, and the guidance effect represents the system benefit brought by the influence of leading CAVs on following HDVs’ driving behaviors. Obviously, rear aggregation maximizes the aggregation effect but has no guidance.
effect. On the contrary, uniform distribution maximizes the guidance effect, while there is no aggregation effect. The front aggregation maximizes the guidance effect and has the guidance effect at the junction of CAVs and HDVs clusters to some extent. In the case of low MPR, the optimal system safety benefits can be obtained under the uniform distribution of CAVs, because the guidance effect on HDVs could alleviate the adverse effects of driver heterogeneity.

6.6. Results of Sensitivity Analysis of $\Delta_{vsl}$. As for the variable speed limit control strategy, the selection of hyperparameter will also have an effect on the experimental results. To explore the impact of hyperparameter on safety improvement, four different values of $\Delta_{vsl}$ were tested in the simulation, ranging from 10 km/h to 25 km/h with an interval of 5 km/h, and the results are displayed in Figure 9. In the scenario with CAV MPR of 0%, the two surrogate safety measures increase with the rise of $\Delta_{vsl}$, where TET and TIT are both increased by about 20% (TET: from 10,481 to 12,619, TIT: from 19,284 to 23,234). As the increase of CAV MPR, the increasing effect gradually weakens. In the scenario with CAV MPR of 50%, with the increase of $\Delta_{vsl}$, TET and TIT increased by only 3% (from 8,883 to 9,175) and 1% (from 16,640 to 16,760), respectively. When CAV MPR reaches more than 50%, the increase of $\Delta_{vsl}$ has few impacts on safety. The above results indicate that, in the early stage of mixed flow, selecting appropriate $\Delta_{vsl}$ will further improve the effect of variable speed limit control. Furthermore, the results also imply the necessity of spatial-temporal constraints.

7. Conclusions and Recommendations

This study proposed a CAV-VSL control system to reduce the risk of rear-end collision near a bottleneck on a freeway. Firstly, human driver heterogeneity, which may reduce the control effect of VSL controls, was discussed. Then, the CAV-VSL control system was proposed to eliminate the limitations arising from driver heterogeneity, and extensive simulation experiments were conducted in different scenarios. According to the experimental results, the following conclusions are drawn:

(1) Both CAV and VSL have positive effects on traffic safety improvement in the mixed traffic flow separately. The proposed CAV-VSL control system can better perform by the collaborative effect of CAV and VSL control.
(2) Heterogeneity of human drivers, including the noncompliance and overcompliance to the speed limit as well as sight distance, has negative impacts on the control performance of VSL.

(3) CAVs can overcome the limitation of the VSL control effect caused by human drivers’ heterogeneity. The advanced communication technology of CAVs could improve the safety performance of the proposed CAV-VSL control system by adjusting the deceleration execution site. CAVs can accurately execute the control requirement and homogenize the response of following HDVs to the recommended speed limit.

(4) The influence of CAVs’ position distribution has a significant effect. The front or rear aggregation distributions bring benefits via pure CAV platoons, while the uniform distribution brings benefits for safety by the impact of leading CAVs on following HDVs’ driving behaviors. The different position distributions are suitable for different CAV MPRs.

(5) The increase of hyperparameter $\Delta_{\text{tol}}$ has a negative impact on the safety performance of the control system, which is due to the relaxation of spatial-temporal constraints.

The mixed flow of CAVs and HDVs is expected to exist for a long time, and it is urgent to study the proactive traffic control strategy under different CAV MPRs. The proposed CAV-VSL system is effective in reducing the influence of the heterogeneity of the human drivers and obtaining a much better VSL control performance in the mixed traffic flow. However, there are still many issues that need to be addressed. First, given the low CAV MPR, how to optimally deploy the limited number of CAVs to different lanes at different positions to achieve uniform distribution and maximize safety benefits should be explored. Besides, in the case of a higher CAV MPR, the control execution sites have a significant impact on traffic safety. The optimal position for CAVs to decelerate is required to be investigated as well. Meanwhile, the distribution of obedience may be calibrated with empirical data in the future and the potential stochastic optimal strategy may be obtained with the calibrated distribution, which is also worthy of investigation. Besides, the car-following model and reaction pattern can be different between human-driven vehicles and CAVs, which needs to be further explored in future research. These topics should be addressed in follow-up studies.
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